A First and Second Year Summary Blog on Mitosis and Meiosis
(for the week commencing the 12th of January 2020)

Mitosis (“divide and multiply, divide and multiply, divide and multiply”)
• Every human being starts life as just two tiny cells (a male sperm cell that fertilises a female egg
cell/ovum) and then grows into a 10-stone or a 20-stone (or whatever) adult. The two tiny cells do
not grow into two gigantic cells – but rather, the two tiny cells divide and multiply in a binary
fashion until an adult human has 1012 - 1016 cells in his/her body. (NB 102 = 100, and 103 = 1,000,
therefore 1016 is 1 with 16 noughts after it.)
• Mitosis is all about the duplication of different types of cells (liver/kidney/heart/etc cells) so that the
relevant organ gets bigger as the child grows into the adult. Mitosis is all about REPLICATION
by DUPLICATION and cell division.
• Mitosis is also concerned with tissue repair and cell replacement (which is just as important a
function as duplication) – but everything in Biology is important because if your body is not
working properly you will fall ill and you could then die.
Meiosis is all about the genetics of reproduction, and body/somatic cells can undergo ONLY
mitosis – not meiosis. It is germ cells that undergo meiosis.
• Physical Biology concerns itself with the gory rudimentary mechanics of reproduction, but Genetics
is all about the beautiful/intricate passing on of DNA. That is the essence of Meiosis. For some
reason, living things “want” to pass on their DNA. Clearly genes/etc cannot “want” anything and
this was the (deliberate) mistake that Richard Dawkins made in using the anthropomorphic
adjective “selfish”, but there is an undeniable evolutionary biological imperative to pass on
DNA – but why this should be so is not clear to me.
- A body/somatic cell is different from a reproductive cell/a gamete.
- “Ploidy” is a term that refers to the number of sets of chromosomes in a cell.
- Haploid cells have only one set (n=1) of chromosomes (either all from the father or all from the
mother).
- Diploid cells have two sets (n=2, or ‘2n’ sets) of chromosomes (one from the mother and one from
the father).
- In this note I concentrate on human beings, but the process applies to most eukaryotes.
If we are considering the meiotic divisions that create gametes, then in spermatogenesis the cell that
undergoes meiosis is a primary spermatocyte, and in oogenesis (or ovogenesis) it is a primary oocyte.
Primary spermatocytes and primary oocytes are both diploid cells which undergo DNA duplication
before entering meiosis. (Professor Alan Boyd, Birmingham University.)

MITOSIS

MEIOSIS

Where a body (or somatic) cell replicates itself.
Mitosis is all about replication through
duplication!

This involves the creation (from a diploid germ cell) of a sperm cell in a male and an egg
cell in a female. Males produce sperm cells containing only their own DNA, and females
produce egg cells containing only their own DNA. It is only when a male sperm cell
fertilises a female egg cell, that then the resultant human being will have a full set of 23
pairs of chromosomes – one set from each one of two parents (2 x 23 = ) 46
chromosomes. A completely new and genetically different human being is thus created.

What is happening?
A body/somatic cell reproduces itself identically
(in terms of DNA) to create more cells to make an
organ larger, or to repair or to replace an organ.

What is happening?
The process of meiosis is similar in males and females, but the results are totally different.
A man will create 4 male sperm cells, while a woman will create 4 female egg cells (but, in
effect, ‘discard’ 3 of them as polar bodies) and end up with just one female egg cell.
Interestingly, this process occurs while a female foetus is still in its mother’s womb!

Number of cell divisions
Just one.
Is there any “crossing-over” of DNA?
NO! There is no interchange of chromosomal DNA
between chromatid-chromosomes. Mitosis is about

Number of cell divisions
TWO

replication (and this means the identical replication of
DNA).

Number of resulting cells
2 identical diploid cells. Mitosis is all about
replication through duplication.
Number of chromosomes at the beginning of the
process

Is there any “crossing-over” of DNA?
YES there is, and it is this that results in the 4 non-identical haploid cells that form part of
the basis of all individual differentiation/variation in most animal species. Another cause of
variation is that a male ejects 0.25-1.25 bn (BILLION!) differentiated sperm cells at each
ejaculation, and only one of those sperm cells will ever get to fertilise a female egg cell. No
wonder no two human beings are ever alike!

A body/somatic cell has one set of 23 chromosomes
from each parent: 2 x 23 = 46

Number of resulting cells
4 non-identical haploid cells viz. 4 male sperm cells, or 4 female eggs (also called “ova”)
three of which are in effect “discarded” as polar bodies leaving just one female egg/ovum.
Number of chromosomes at the beginning of the process
Meiosis starts with a diploid germ cell which in the first lot of Interphase/Prophase/
Metaphase/Anaphase/Telophase/and Cytokinesis (PMAT1) will duplicate a full set of 46
chromosomes. However, much more importantly, in Prophase I the chromatidchromosomes exchange bits of their DNA in a process called “recombination” or
“crossing-over”, and this makes every single one of those 46 chromatid-chromosomes
different from every other one in the cell and (statistically) different from every other
chromatid that has ever been produced and will ever be produced by a human being in the
whole history of mankind! It is this that (in part) forms the basis of differentiation between
human beings. After the second lot of cell division in Meiosis, reproductive cells (i.e. male
sperm gametes or female egg gametes) are haploid, and have only 23 male chromosomes
in a sperm cell and 23 female chromosomes in an ovum. (Please compare that with the
situation in Mitosis.)

Number of resulting chromosomes
at the END of the process
46 in each of the two resulting cells:
23 from the father, and 23 from the mother
(2 x 23 = 46 in each new cell). The cell has
replicated itself. Mitosis is about
replication through duplication!

Number of resulting chromosomes at the END of the process
23 in each cell – one set of 23 from the father in a sperm cell, and one set of 23 from the
mother in an egg cell. This is in preparation for the creation of a new human being. When a
sperm cell fertilises a female egg, then in the female egg cell there will be 46
chromosomes: 23 chromosomes from the father and 23 from the mother. A new human
being will have been created. Meiosis is about DIFFERENTIATION (and not duplication
as in Mitosis).

What is the big difference?

What is the big difference?
Here there are TWO sets of PMAT. In P1 of PMAT1, instead of replicating 46 different
chromosomes in a cell, it is the 23 paired chromosomes in a cell that are replicated, to give
23 old pairs and 23 new pairs of chromosomes. In A1, the two sets of spindles (one from
each of the centrioles in the centrosomes) will pull one set of 23 paired chromosomes to
one end of the cell and the other set of 23 paired chromosomes to the other end of the cell,
and then T1 and C1 will split the original cell into two cells, each having one set of 23
paired chromosomes. At the end of PMAT1, the original cell has now become two cells.

46

Remember IPMAT
In the Interphase and Prophase, 46 chromosomes
in the original cell are replicated (giving 92
chromatid-chromosomes, but still only 46
chromosomes).
In the Metaphase, the two centrosomes move, one
to one end of the cell and the other to the other end,
and the centrioles in the centrosomes then extend
spindles to the chromosomes, and each set of
spindles grabs hold of one set of 46 chromosomes.
In the Anaphase, the two sets of 46 bi-chromatid
chromosomes are now pulled apart: one set of 46
chromosomes to one end of the cell and the other
set of 46 to the other end of the cell.
In the Telophase and then in Cytokinesis, two
identical cells are produced where originally there
was only one.
The cell has REPLICATED itself identically with
specific regard to the DNA content of the cell.

Now PMAT2 kicks in, and A2 splits up each of the 23 paired chromosomes and their
replicates into one set of 23 chromosomes from the father and one set of 23 chromosomes
from the mother. In A2, the centrioles will pull apart not paired chromosomes, but SPLIT
UP the paired chromosomes into 23 chromosomes from the father at one end of a cell and
23 chromosomes from the mother at the other end of the cell and then T2, and C2 split
each cell into two cells, one cell having a complete set of 23 haploid non-identical
chromosomes from the father in the sperm cells, and 23 haploid non-identical cells from
the mother. At the end of PMAT2, the original cell has now become FOUR cells.
At the end of Meiosis, a male human being will have produced four non-identical haploid
sperm cells, and a female human being will have produced four haploid egg cells, but will
discard three of them as polar bodies to leave just one egg cell. When a single male sperm
cell (out of the hundreds of millions of sperm cells that are ejaculated) penetrates and
fertilises a female egg cell, then the 23 chromosomes from the father will pair up with the
23 chromosomes from the mother to produce a complete set of 23 paired chromosomes
(i.e. a full set of 46 human chromosomes).

The different phases of the Cell Cycle can be summed up in the mnemonic PMAT
(You do not need this much detail at GCSE Level and possibly not even at ‘A’ Level – but you would certainly
need it if you want to become a Doctor.)

This is how Lumen Learning describes the greater detail that is involved in Meiosis (e.g. in “crossing-over” where
the interchange of sections of DNA between chromatid-chromosomes occurs). When you have understood what I
have said on page 1, then you will be better placed to understand the technicalities outlined below.

